ISOTYPES OF WHICH HOLOTYPES WERE DESTROYED
IN BERLIN

This is a preliminary list of collectors of African plants described by German botanists in Berlin before 1943. As all specimens were distributed as duplicates, usually none of the herbaria cited below has all numbers of the collectors cited. The herbaria are indicated with the abbreviations of the Index Herbariorum.


Albers (EA).


Böhm, R. (CORD, Z).


Buettner, E. (P).

Busse, W. C. O. (EA, most, but several of which some [below nr. 1000 only (?)] not in EA represented in BM, BR, BRSL, G [many], HBG [many], K, L, LY, MO, W).


Dekindt, E. (COI, E, LISC, MPU, P : 258 numbers).


* Laboratorium voor Plantensystematiek, Gen. Foulkesweg 37, Wageningen, Netherlands.

In redazione il 1 Aprile 1964.
Fischer (EA, K, LE).
Gossweiler, J. (A, B, BM [many], BRSL, COI [many], FHO, K [many], LISC [many], LISJC [first set], LISU [many], MO, P : ca. 600 numbers, US).
Hildebrandt, J. M. (L, M, P, see also Index of Collectors).
Kalbreyer (BM).
Kassner (BM, BR, MO, P : 1651 numbers).
Kersting (BM, BO, E, K, LE, Z).
Kirk, J. (K : first set ; LE).
von Mechow, A., see Soyaux.
Menyhart (C, E, WU, Z).
Mildbraed, J. (below nr. 3500 some in HBG, PRE and UPS ; between 3500 and 7200 are 2300 duplicates most in number sequence in HBG and some in BM and K ; above 7200 in A, BM, K and some in HBG).
Pogge (BR).
Preuss (BM).
Scheffler (A, BO, E, P).
Schimper (E, FI, G, GOET, GRO, K, L, LE, M, MO, P : more than 5000 numbers, most complete set with labels often in his own handwriting, S, UPS, W, WU).
Schlechtendal, Plants of the Cape of Good Hope, 1838 (P : 1400 numbers).
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Stuhlmann (HBG, K).
Tessmann, G. (K).
Thomas (Gebr. Denhardt) (BR, G).
Uhlig, C. (EA).
Volkens, G. (BM, BRSL, E, G, K).
Warnecke (EA, L, P).
Wilms, F. (E, P: 1056 numbers).
Zimmermann, A. (EA, LE, PRE).

Compiled by A. J. M. LEEUWENBERG with additions of H. HEINE. More complete information on the collectors A-H can be found in the Index of Collectors by J. LANJOUW and F. A. STAFLEU.